Caldea - Inúu excursion.
Tour designer: Miriam Aman
Telephone: +376 800 185
Email: andorra@destinationservices.com

ANDORRA
Visiting: Caldea and/or Inuu spa resort
Type of tour: Wellness
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OVERVIEW
Andorra offers the most complete programme to relax and unwind after skiing or trekking. Caldea is Europe’s largest spa
resort and apt for families. The spa and leisure centre is in the centre of Escaldes-Engordany, in the heart of Andorra’s
shopping centre. The spa and leisure centre has a large indoor and outdoor lagoon and different elements for your
enjoyment, such as Jacuzzis, swan necks, waterfalls and water massage area. Additionally, the centre offers an area of
Hindi-Roman baths with areas of water at different temperatures and the wellness area with thermal baths and more
than 80 treatments available. There are also two restaurants and a shopping gallery.
Inúu is in a building attached to Caldea and its offer is completely different and innovative. While Caldea offers spa and
leisure with a playful character aimed at varied audiences including families and with free use of the facilities, Inúu
focuses on the individual needs of each person.
Following an initial talk with an adviser, you will enjoy a personalised stay in accordance with your expectations and
desires. The resulting proposal will be comprehensive and include aspects for balancing body-mind, beauty and nutrition.
Inúu is aimed at the over-18 crowd, and opens every day from 10:00 to 22:00hr
Caldea opens every day from 10:00 to 22:00hr (Saturdays until midnight). At 21:40hr, there is the Mondaigua music and
lightshow, great for children over five years old.

Duration: From two days skiing
Your tour designer: Miriam Aman
Included: Access to from two hours to all circuits
Not included: Transfers and menus

RECOMMENDATIONS
Warm and heavy ski clothing and gear is the most suitable for travelling in Andorra during winter months. Sun protection
and ski sunglasses or goggles can be very useful during your stay.
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